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ABSTRACT

activities; but with this ease of information sharing comes
a risk of information misuse. An electronic patient record
(EPR) is a log of all activities including, patient visits to
a hospital, diagnoses and treatments for diseases, and processes performed by healthcare professionals on a patient.
This EPR is often shared among several stakeholders (for
example researchers, insurance and pharmaceutical companies). Before this information can be made available to these
third parties the sensitive information in an EPR must be
circumvented from the released information. This can be
addressed by applying redaction policies that completely or
partially remove sensitive attributes of the information being shared. Such policies have been traditionally applied to
text, pdfs and images using tools such as Redact-It1 . Redaction is often required by regulations which are mandated by
a company or by laws such as HIPAA. The risks of unintentional disclosure of sensitive contents of an EPR document can be severe and costly [15]. Such risks may include
litigation proceedings related to non-compliance of HIPAA
regulations [15].
Traditionally, we protect documents using access control
policies. However, these policies do not operate over provenance which takes the form of a directed graph [4]. Our
idea of executing an access control policy over a provenance
graph is to identify those resources of the graph that a user
is permitted/denied to view. The policy is used to determine whether a user is allowed access to a subset (a single
node, a path or a sub-graph) of the provenance graph. Such
a subset is found by queries that operate over graph patterns. A generalized XML-based access control language for
protecting provenance was proposed in [21]. This language
was further extended to show how to eﬀectively apply access control over provenance graphs by extending SPARQL
queries with regular expressions [6]. The work in [6], however, did not address graph operations suitable for executing
redaction policies over a provenance graph. Commercially
available redaction tools have been so far applied over single
resources but not to provenance graphs. Therefore, we now
explore new mechanisms for supporting redaction policies
over a provenance graph.
The current commercially available redaction tools block
out (or delete) the sensitive parts of documents which are
available as text and images. These tools are not applicable
to provenance since provenance is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) that contains information in the form of nodes and
relationships between nodes. Therefore, new approaches are
needed for redacting provenance graphs. In this paper, we

Ongoing mutual relationships among entities rely on sharing quality information while preventing release of sensitive
content. Provenance records the history of a document for
ensuring both, the quality and trustworthiness; while redaction identifies and removes sensitive information from a document. Traditional redaction techniques do not extend to
the directed graph representation of provenance. In this
paper, we propose a graph grammar approach for rewriting
redaction policies over provenance. Our rewriting procedure
converts a high level specification of a redaction policy into
a graph grammar rule that transforms a provenance graph
into a redacted provenance graph. Our prototype shows that
this approach can be eﬀectively implemented using Semantic
Web technologies.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Provenance is the lineage, pedigree and filiation of a resource (or data item) and is essential for various domains
including healthcare, intelligence, legal and industry. The
utility of the information shared in these domains relies on
(i) quality of the information and (ii) mechanisms that verify
the correctness of the data and thereby determine the trustworthiness of the shared information. These domains rely on
information sharing as a way of conducting their day-to-day
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27]. We begin by giving a general definition of a labeled
graph suitable for any graph grammar system, and then we
introduce a specific labeled graph representation for our prototype. This specific representation is referred to as RDF,
which we will use to support the redaction procedure over a
provenance graph.

apply a graph transformation technique (generally called
graph grammar [24]) which is flexible enough to perform
fine-grained redaction over data items and their associated
provenance graphs. A graph is best described in a graphical
data model, such as RDF [16], which is equipped with features for handling both, representation and storage of data
items, and provenance. Our approach utilizes this graph
data model for applying a set of redaction policies, which
involves a series of graph transformation steps until all the
policies are applied. At each step, a policy specifies how to
replace a sensitive subset of the graph (such as a data item
or a relationship between data items such as edge, path or
subgraph) with another graph in order to redact the sensitive content. The final graph is then shared among the
various stakeholders.
We implement a prototype that performs redaction over
the information resources in a graph. This prototype uses
an interface which mediates between our graph transformation rules and a high-level user policy specification language.
This interface allows us to separate the business rules (or
ways of doing business) from a specific software implementation, thus promoting easier maintenance and reusability.
Further, we keep the policy specification closer to the domain rather than the software implementation, therefore allowing the business rules to be defined by domain experts.
Our main contribution in this paper is the application
of a graph grammar technique to perform redaction over
provenance. In addition, we provide an architectural design
that allows a high level specification of policies, thus separating the business layer from a specific software implementation. We also implement a prototype of the architecture
based on open source Semantic Web technologies.
Section 2 presents the graph grammar used to express
redaction policies. Section 3 presents our architecture. Section 4 reviews previous work on securing information using
graph transformation approaches. In closing, in Section 5
we provide our conclusions and future work.

2.

Definition 1. (Labeled Graph) A labeled graph is a 5tuple, Gℓ = (V, E, µ, ν, ℓ) where, V is a set of nodes, E =
V ×V is a set of edges, ℓ = ⟨ℓV , ℓE ⟩ is a set of labels, µ : V →
ℓV is a function assigning labels to nodes, and ν : E → ℓE
is a function assigning labels to edges. In addition, the sets
ℓV and ℓE are disjoint.

2.1.1 Resource Description Framework (RDF)
RDF is a W3C Recommendation for representing data on
the web [16]. This data model has been successfully applied
for provenance capture and representation [28, 11, 6]. The
RDF data model is composed of three disjoint sets: a set U
of URI references, a set L of literals (partitioned into two
sets, the set Lp of plain literals and the set Lt of typed
literals), and a set B of blank nodes. The set U ∪ L of names
is called the vocabulary.
Definition 2. (RDF Triple) A RDF triple is defined as
(s, p, o) where s ∈ (U ∪ B), p ∈ U, and o ∈ (U ∪ B ∪ L).
Definition 3. (RDF Graph) A RDF graph is a finite collection of RDF triples. A RDF graph used in this paper
restricts Definition 1 as follows:
1. ℓV ⊂ (U ∪ B ∪ L)
2. ℓE ⊂ U
3. A RDF triple (s, p, o) is a directed labeled edge p in
Gℓ with endpoints s and o.

2.1.2 Open Provenance Model (OPM)
The open provenance model (OPM) [20] describes provenance as a directed acyclic graph that captures causal relationships between entities. This graph can be further enriched with annotations about time, location and other relevant contextual information. The OPM model identifies
three categories of entities, which are artifacts, processes
and agents. A restricted vocabulary is also used to label the
relationships between these entities. In RDF representation,
the vocabulary is used to label predicates as follows,

GRAPH GRAMMAR

There are two steps to apply redaction policies over general directed labeled graphs: (i) Identify a resource in the
graph that we want to protect. This can be done with a
graph query (i.e. a query equipped with regular expressions). (ii) Apply a redaction policy to this identified resource in the form of a graph transformation rule. For the
rest of this section, we will focus on a graph grammar (or a
graph rewriting system) which transforms an original graph
to one that meets the requirements of a set of redaction policies. We first describe two graph data models that are used
to store provenance. Next, we present the graph rewriting
procedure, which is at the heart of transforming a graph, by
describing the underlying graph operations. We motivate
the general descriptions of our graph rewriting system with
use cases taken from a medical domain.

<opm:Process> <opm:WasControlledBy> <opm:Agent>
<opm:Process> <opm:Used> <opm:Artifact>
<opm:Artifact> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <opm:Artifact>
<opm:Artifact> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <opm:Process>
<opm:Process> <opm:WasTriggeredBy> <opm:Process>

Our provenance graph is a restricted RDF graph with the
following properties:
1. Causality. For any RDF triple (s, p, o) (represented
p
graphically as s → o), s is causally dependent on o.
We refer to s as the eﬀect and o as the cause of s.
2. Acyclic. For any cause o and eﬀect s there exists no
path from o to s.

2.1 Graph Data Models
Graphs are a very natural representation of data in many
application domains, for example, precedence networks, path
hierarchy, family tree and concept hierarchy. In particular,
we emphasize on applying graph theory to redaction by using two existing data models, namely a RDF data model [16]
and the OPM provenance model [20]. In addition directed
graphs are a natural representation of provenance [4, 6, 20,

Definition 4. (Provenance Graph) Let H = (V, E) be a
RDF graph where V is a set of nodes with |V | = n, and E ⊆
(V × V ) is a set of ordered pairs called edges. A provenance
graph G = (VG , EG ) with n entities is defined as G ⊆ H,
VG = V and EG ⊆ E such that G is a directed graph with
no directed cycles.
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Figure 1: Provenance Graph

2.1.3 Use Case: Medical Example

Table 1: RDF Annotations

Figure 1 shows a medical example as a provenance graph
using a RDF representation that outlines a patient’s visit
to a hospital. This provenance graph is divided into three
stages, namely a checkup procedure, a follow up visit and a
heart surgery procedure. Note that at the point of undergoing the heart surgery procedure, the surgeon has access to
the entire history of the patient’s record. We assume that
a hospital has a standard set of procedures that govern every healthcare service that the hospital provides. Therefore,
each patient that needs to use a healthcare service will need
to go through this set of procedures. We use a fixed set of
notations in Figure 1 to represent an entity in the provenance graph, for example

Entity

RDF Annotation

Process

PerformedOn

Agent

Name, Sex, Age and Zip Code

Artifact

UpdatedOn

<med:Physician_1_1>
<med:Physician_1_1>
<med:Physician_1_1>
<med:Physician_1_1>

<med:Checkup_n_1> .

<med:Name> "John Smith"
<med:Sex> "M"
<med:Age> "35"
<med:Zip> "76543"

2.2 Graph Rewriting

The “n” denotes a particular patient who is undergoing
a procedure at the hospital. Therefore, n = 1 identifies a
patient with id = 1, n = 2 identifies a patient with id = 2,
and so on. A larger number in the suﬃx of each process,
agent and artifact signifies that the particular provenance
entity is used at a later stage in a medical procedure. In
practice, “n” would be instantiated with an actual patient
id; this leads to the following set of RDF triples for a patient
with id = 1 at stage 1,

A graph rewriting system is well suited for performing
transformations over a graph. Further, provenance is well
represented in a graphical format. Thus, a graph rewriting
system is well suited for specifying policy transformations
over provenance. Graph rewriting is a transformation technique that takes as input an original graph and replaces a
part of that graph with another graph. This technique, also
called graph transformation, creates a new graph from the
original graph by using a set of production rules. Popular
graph rewriting approaches include the single-pushout approach and the double-pushout approach [24, 9]. For the
purpose of this paper we define graph rewriting as follows,

<med:Checkup_1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Physician_1_1>
<med:Checkup_1_1> <opm:Used> <med:Doc_1_1>
<med:Doc_1_2> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <med:Doc_1_1>
<med:Doc_1_2> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <med:Notes_1_1>
<med:Notes_1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Physician_1_1>

Definition 5. (Graph Rewriting System) A graph rewriting system is a three tuple, (Gℓ , q, P ) where,

This is not a complete picture of the provenance graph, it
would be further annotated with RDF triples to indicate
for example, location, time and other contextual information. Each entity in the graph would have a unique set of
RDF annotations based on its type. Table 1 shows a set of
compatible annotations for each type of provenance entity.
A usage of these annotations in RDF representation for a
physician associated with a patient with id = 1 would be,

Gℓ is a labeled directed graph as given by Definition 1;
q is a request on Gℓ that returns a subgraph Gq ;
P is a policy set. For every policy p = (r, e) in P , r =
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in [10, 1, 19]. In addition, a W3C working draft for incorporating this feature into SPARQL can be found in [14].
We formulate our SPARQL queries around regular expression patterns in order to identify both, the resources being
shared, and the LHS and RHS of the production rules of a
policy set. The regular expressions are used to qualify the
edges of a triple pattern so that a triple pattern is matched
as an edge or a path in the provenance graph.

(se, re) is a production rule, where se is a starting entity
and re is a regular expression string; and e is an embedding
instruction;
• Production Rule, r: A production rule, r : L −→ R
where L is a subgraph of Gq and R is a graph. We
also refer to L as the left hand side (LHS) of the rule
and R as the right hand side (RHS) of the rule. During
a rule manipulation, L is replaced by R and we embed
R into Gq − L.

Definition 7. (Regular Expressions) Let Σ be an alphabet. The set RE(Σ) of regular expressions is inductively defined by:

• Embedding Information, e: This specifies how to connect R to Gq − L and also gives special post-processing
instructions for graph nodes and edges on the RHS of
a graph production rule. This embedding information
can be textual or graphical.

• ∀x ∈ Σ, x ∈ RE(Σ);
• Σ ∈ RE(Σ);
• ϵ ∈ RE(Σ);

This general graph rewriting system can be used to perform redaction over a directed labeled graph, in particular
a provenance graph. A graph query is used to determine
the resources in the provenance graph that are to be shared
with other parties. These resources take the form of a single node, a relationship between two nodes or a sequence
of nodes along a path in the provenance graph. A set of
redaction policies is used to protect any sensitive information that is contained within these resources. Such policies
are a formal specification of the information that must not be
shared. We formulate these policies in our graph grammar
system as production rules in order to identify and remove
any sensitive (e.g. proprietary, legal, competitive) content
in these resources. These production rules are applied on
the provenance graph as one of the following graph operations: a vertex contraction, or an edge contraction, or a path
contraction or a node relabeling operation.
In order for our graph rewriting system to manipulate the
provenance graph, we use a graph manipulation language
over RDF called SPARQL [23]. In addition, we use one of
the features in the latest extension of SPARQL [14], namely
regular expressions, to identify paths of arbitrary length in
a provenance graph. We give a brief overview of SPARQL
followed by details of the various graph operations.

• If A ∈ RE(Σ) and B ∈ RE(Σ) then:
A|B, A/B, A∗ , A+ , A? ∈ RE(Σ).
The symbols | and / are interpreted as logical OR and composition respectively.

2.2.2 Graph Operations
We now define the graph operations that manipulate a
provenance graph in order to eﬀectively apply a set of redaction policies. These graph operations remove or circumvent
parts of the graph identified by a query. In addition, a graph
rewriting system can be constructed so that the rules and
embedding instructions ensure that specific relationships are
preserved [3]. Therefore, we specify embedding information
which will ensure that our graph rewriting system returns
a modified but valid provenance graph. These graph operations are implemented as an edge contraction or a vertex
contraction or a path contraction or a node relabeling.
Edge Contraction. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph
containing an edge e = (u, v) with v ̸= u. Let f be a function
which maps every vertex in V \{u, v} to itself, and otherwise
maps it to a new vertex w. The contraction of e results in
a new graph G′ = (V ′ , E ′ ), where V ′ = (V \{u, v}) ∪ {w},
E ′ = (E\{e}), and for every x ∈ V , x′ = f (x) ∈ V is incident to an edge e′ ∈ E ′ if and only if the corresponding
edge, e ∈ E is incident to x in G. Edge contraction may
be performed on a set of edges in any order. Contractions
may result in a graph with loops or multiple edges. In order
to maintain the definition of a provenance graph given in
Definition 4 we delete these edges. Figure 2 is an example
of an edge contraction for our use case (see Figure 1). In
this example, our objective is to prevent a third party from
determining a specific procedure (i.e., a heart surgery) as
well as the agent who performed that procedure (i.e., a surgeon). The triangle refers to a merge of the heart surgery
process and the surgeon who performed the said process.
The cloud represents predecessors, which could be the remaining provenance graph or a redacted graph.
We would like to make clear that an edge contraction will
serve as the basis for defining both vertex contraction and
path contraction: A vertex contraction can be implemented
as an edge contraction by replacing two arbitrary vertices
u, v and an edge drawn between them with a new vertex w.
Similarly, a path contraction can be implemented as a series
of edge contractions, where each edge is processed in turn

2.2.1 SPARQL
SPARQL is a query language for RDF that uses graph
pattern matching to match a subgraph of a RDF graph [23].
Definition 6. (Graph pattern) A SPARQL graph pattern expression is defined recursively as follows:
1. A triple pattern is a graph pattern.
2. If P1 and P2 are graph patterns, then expressions (P1
AND P2), (P1 OPT P2), and (P1 UNION P2) are
graph patterns.
3. If P is a graph pattern and R is a built-in SPARQL
condition, then the expression (P FILTER R) is a
graph pattern.
4. If P is a graph pattern, V is a set of variables and
X ∈ U ∪ V then (X GRAPH P) is a graph pattern.
The current W3C recommendation for SPARQL lacks necessary constructs for supporting paths of arbitrary length
[10]. Recent work has focused on extending the SPARQL
language with support for paths of arbitrary length as given
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Figure 2: Edge Contraction
sharing information about these entities it is imperative that
we remove sensitive identifiers from them. For example, a
physician’s cell phone number and social security number are
considered unique identifiers and these should be redacted
whenever this physician’s identity is sensitive. Other attributes such as date of birth, sex and zip code, when taken
together, may also uniquely identify a physician (see further
details in work by Sweeney [25]). We motivate this idea of
node relabeling with the following RDF triples taken from
our use case.

until we reach the last edge on the path. We will therefore
exploit these two implementation details to make clear that
both our vertex and path contractions are in fact edge contractions; therefore, they are both consistent with our graph
rewriting system.
Vertex Contraction. This removes the restriction that
contraction must occur over vertices sharing an incident
edge. This operation may occur on any pair (or subset) of
vertices in a graph. Edges between two contracting vertices
are sometimes removed, in order to maintain the definition
of a provenance graph given in Definition 4. A vertex contraction of the left hand side of Figure 2 would therefore
replace Physician1 1 and Surgeon1 1 with a triangle that
denotes a merge of these two nodes. This vertex contraction
could show for example how a third party is prevented from
knowing the identities of agents (i.e., both, a patient primary physician and surgeon) who controlled the processes
(i.e., a heart surgery and a logging of results of a surgery
into a patient’s record).

<med:Physician_1_1> <med:Sex> "M"
<med:Physician_1_1> <med:Age> "35"
<med:Physician_1_1> <med:Zip> "76543"

After performing a node relabeling on the above set of
RDF triples we would then share the following triples.
<med:Physician_1_1> <med:Sex> "X"
<med:Physician_1_1> <med:Age> "30-40"
<med:Physician_1_1> <med:Zip> "765XX"

2.3 An Example Graph Transformation Step
We show the general steps of the medical procedure only
for one patient in Figure 1 for clarity. However, in reality
Figure 1 would be a subgraph of a much larger graph that
describes provenance for n patients. We now motivate the
transformation step over Figure 1 with an example.

Path Contraction. This occurs upon a set of edges in a
path that contract to form a single edge between the endpoints of the path. Edges incident to vertices along the path
are either eliminated, or arbitrarily connected to one of the
endpoints. A path contraction over the provenance graph
given in Figure 1 for a patient with id = 1 would involve
circumventing the entire ancestry chain of Doc 1 4 as well
as the entities aﬀected by Doc 1 4. A path contraction is
necessary when we want to prevent the release of the history of patient 1 prior to surgery as well as the details of
the surgery procedure. We show the resulting triples after
conducting path contraction on Figure 1.

Example 1. After Bob underwent a heart surgery operation, the hospital must submit a claim to Bob’s insurance
company. In order to completely process the claim, the insurance company requests more information about the heart
surgery procedure.
In this example, the entity representing patient 1 in the
provenance graph would be annotated with an attribute
name and a value Bob. The hospital may wish to share this
information in order to receive payment from Bob’s insurance company. However, based on guidelines related to this
sharing of medical records with third parties, the hospital
may not wish to share Bob’s entire medical history, as doing
so could adversely aﬀect Bob’s continued coverage from his
insurance company. So in this case, the hospital shares the
relevant information related to the surgery operation but
not Bob’s entire medical history.

<med:Doc_1_4> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <_:A1>
<med:Doc_1_4> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <_:A2>

Node Relabeling. A node relabeling operation replaces a
label in a node with another label. This is generally a production rule whose LHS is a node in Gq and whose RHS is
also a node normally with a new label. The entities shown
in Figure 1 have generic labels but in practice each entity
would be annotated with contextual information. This information serves as identifiers for the respective entity. Before
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Figure 3: Graph Transformation Step
pattern for the regular expression SPARQL query used to
generate the LHS of the rule in Figure 3(a) is:

From Figure 1, the provenance of Doc1 4 involves all the
entities which can be reached from Doc1 4 by following the
paths which start at Doc1 4. The hospital’s first step is
to identify the resources in the provenance graph related to
patient 1. For this we would evaluate a regular expression
SPARQL query over the provenance graph G, by using the
following graph patterns with Doc1 4 as the starting entity
for the first graph pattern and HeartSurgery1 1 as the starting entity of the second graph pattern.

{ { med:Doc1_4 gleen:OnPath("([opm:WasDerivedFrom]+/
([opm:WasGeneratedBy]/[opm:WasControlledBy])")
UNION { med:RepeatVisit1_1 gleen:OnPath("([opm:Used]|
[opm:WasControlledBy])") }
UNION { med:Checkup1_1 gleen:OnPath("([opm:Used]|
[opm:WasControlledBy])") } }

The graph representing the RHS would be given by :A1 and
the embedding instruction for gluing the RHS to Gq − LHS
is given by,

{ { med:Doc1_4 gleen:OnPath("([opm:WasDerivedFrom]+/
([opm:WasGeneratedBy]/[opm:WasControlledBy]))") }
UNION { med:HeartSurgery1_1 gleen:OnPath("([opm:Used]|
[opm:WasControlledBy])*") } }

<med:HeartSurgery_1_1> <opm:Used> <:_A1>.

The transformed Gq would now be:
This would return Gq as the following RDF triples:

<med:Doc_1_4> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <_:A1>
<med:Doc_1_4> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <med:Results_1_1>
<med:Results_1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Surgeon_1_1> .
<med:HeartSurgery1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Physician_1_3>
<med:HeartSurgery1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Surgeon_1_1>
<med:HeartSurgery1_1> <opm:Used> <_:A1>

<med:Doc_1_4> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <med:Doc_1_3>
<med:Doc_1_3> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <med:Doc_1_2>
<med:Doc_1_2> <opm:WasDerivedFrom> <med:Doc_1_1>
<med:Doc_1_3> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <med:Test_1_1>
<med:Test_1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Physician_1_2>
<med:Doc_1_2> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <med:Notes_1_1>
<med:Notes_1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Physician_1_1>
<med:Doc_1_4> <opm:WasGeneratedBy> <med:Results_1_1>
<med:Results_1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Surgeon_1_1>
<med:HeartSurgery1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Physician_1_3>
<med:HeartSurgery1_1> <opm:WasControlledBy> <med:Surgeon_1_1>
<med:HeartSurgery1_1> <opm:Used> <med:Doc_1_3>

2.4 Discussion
We acknowledge the impact of an adversarial model when
doing an analysis of our approach. Asking who is the adversary violating privacy safeguards, in what ways they would
do it, and what their capabilities are, is an art in itself and
may not be something a community is capable of doing correctly. Also, with so many regulations restricting an institution’s sharing ability and with a high demand for quality
and trustworthy information, there is a need for very flexible redaction policies. However, redaction policies alone may
not anticipate various potential threats which may occur after the information is released from our prototype system.
We identify a unit of provenance that is to be protected
as a resource. We could describe this resource as a concept,
where modifying the resource produces a description of a
possibly new concept that may no longer be sensitive. This

We would then evaluate a set of production rules against
these RDF triples, where each production rule has a starting entity in Gq . This set of rules governs the particulars
relating to how information is shared based on the hospital
procedures (or an even bigger set of regulatory guidelines
eg., HIPAA). Figure 3(a) is the first production rule applied
to Gq and Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) respectively show the
transformation before and after applying the rule. This rule
reveals some information about the heart surgery procedure
which was done for patient 1, but not the entire history of the
record, which may contain sensitive information. The graph
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tion policies as long as there is a compatible parser that
translates these policies to the graph grammar specification.
We provide a simple default policy language for writing
redaction policies. The syntax uses XML [5], which is an
open and extensible language, and is both customizable and
readily supports integration of other domain descriptions.
The following is a high level specification of the rule in Figure 3(a) using our default policy language for patient 1.

modification could be performed by an operation, such as
deletion, insertion or relabeling. We could also describe a
resource as a unit of proof; this means that the evidence for
the starting entity (or some entity) exists in the rest of the
resource. Tampering with this evidence would then reduce
the utility of the resource. We attempt to strike the right
balance between these two descriptions.
We note that for the standard procedures in our use case,
a set of similar procedures give provenance graphs with similar topologies. This allows us to define the resources in
the provenance graph by regular expressions, which match
a specific pattern. These patterns are our concepts. An advantage of regular expressions in queries is that we do not
need the contents of the provenance graph to determine the
resource we are protecting, we only need the structure of
the graph since all graphs generated in accordance with the
same procedure have similar topologies.
One drawback with our prototype is that if we change (or
sanitize) only the content of a single resource node before
releasing it to a third party, other identifying characteristics
still remain in the released resource. For example, if we hide
the physician in stage 2 of Figure 1, the contextual information associated with that physician (such as age, zip code
and sex) could reidentify the physician. Another drawback
in releasing information is that the querying user, in the real
world, usually has knowledge of the application domain. Let
us assume a resource having the following regular expression
pattern: opm:WasGeneratedBy/opm:WasControlledBy was
released. Then, a user could infer the sequence of entities
along the path identified by this regular expression pattern.
In addition, if we apply this regular expression pattern to
stage 2 of Figure 1, we could determine that only a physician
could have performed/ordered the particular test.
In order to minimize the above drawbacks, we apply our
graph grammar approach, which transforms a provenance
graph to a new graph and at each stage of the transformation determines if a policy is violated before performing
further transformations. When this transformation process
is completed, we hope to successfully redact the piece of
provenance information we share as well as maximize its
utility.

3.

<policy ID="1" >
<lhs>
start=Doc1_4
chain=[WasDerivedFrom]+ artifact AND
artifact [WasGeneratedBy] process AND
process [WasControlledBy] physician|surgeon.
start=RepeatVisit1_1
chain=[Used][WasControlledBy].
start=Checkup1_1
chain=[Used][WasControlledBy].
</lhs>
<rhs>_:A1</rhs>
<condition>
<application>null</application>
<attribute>null</attribute>
</condition>
<embedding>
<pre>null</pre>
<post>(HeartSurgery_1_1,Used, _:A1)</post>
</embedding>
</policy>

The description of each element is as follows: The lhs element describes the left hand side of a rule. The rhs element
describes the right hand side of a rule. Each path in the
lhs and rhs begins at a starting entity. The condition
element has two optional sub elements, the application defines the conditions that must hold for rule application to
proceed, and the attribute element describes the annotations in LHS. Similarly, the embedding element has two
optional sub elements, pre describes how LHS is connected
to the provenance graph and the post describes how RHS
is connected to the provenance graph.
The Policy Parser Layer is a program that takes as input a high-level policy set and parses each policy into the
appropriate graph grammar production rule. In the case of
our default policy, the parser would verify that the structure of the policy conforms to a predefined XML schema.
The Redaction Policy Layer enforces the redaction policies against the information retrieved to make sure that no
sensitive or proprietary information is released for unauthorized uses. This layer also resolves any conflicts that resulted
from executing the policies over the data stores. The Regular Expression-Query Translator takes a valid regular
expression string and builds a corresponding graph pattern
from these strings. The Data Controller stores and manages access to data, which could be stored in any format such
as in a relational database, in XML files or in a RDF store.
The Provenance Controller is used to store and manage
provenance information that is associated with data items
that are present in the data controller. The provenance controller stores information in the form of logical graph structures in any appropriate data representation format. This
controller also records the on-going activities associated with
the data items stored in the data controller. This controller
takes as input a regular expression query and evaluates it
over the provenance information. This query evaluation returns a subgraph back to the redaction policy layer where it
is re-examined using the redaction policies.
To implement the layers in our architecture we use various open-source tools. We implement the High Level Specification Language Layer using our default XML-based pol-

ARCHITECTURE

Our system architecture is composed of three tiers, the
interface layer, the graph transformation layer and the data
storage layer. This design allows a user to seamlessly interact with the data storage layer through our graph rewriting
system. We first describe the layers in our architecture followed by a prototype that implements the architecture using
Semantic Web technologies.

3.1 Modules in our Architecture
The User Interface Layer hides the actual internal representation of a query and a redaction policy from a user.
This allows a user to submit a high-level specification of a
policy without any knowledge of grammar rules and SPARQL
regular expression queries. This layer also allows a user to
retrieve any information irrespective of the underlying data
representation. The High Level Specification Language
Layer allows the user to write the redaction policies in a
language suitable for their application needs. This layer is
not tied to any particular policy specification language. Any
high level policy language can be used to write the redac-
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Figure 4: Architecture
icy language. To implement the Policy Parser Layer, we
use Java 1.6 and the XML schema specification. The XML
schema allows us to verify the structure of our policy file.
This layer is also programmed to produce the production
rules. We implement the Regular Expression-Query Translator layer using the Gleen2 regular expression library, that
extends SPARQL to support property path queries over a
RDF graph [10]. We create our provenance graph using the
OPM toolbox3 instead of other available tools such as Taverna [22] which is not as easy to use as the OPM toolbox.
Our experiments are conducted over in-memory models created using the Jena API4 [7].

Algorithm 1 Redact(Gq , RS)
1: LI ← SORT(Gq , RS); {Initial sort of Rule Set (RS)}
2: while
diﬀ > 0 do
′
3:
Gq = Gq
4:
p = LI.top
′
5:
Gq ← p.e(p.r(Gq )) {TRedact + = TRule + TEmb }
6:
LI = SORT(Gq , RS − p) {TRedact + = TSort }
′
7:
diﬀ = diﬀerence(Gq , Gq ) {TRedact + = TDif f }
8: end while′
9: return Gq

3.2 Experiments

Algorithm 2 Sort(Gq , RS)
1: SL = new List()
2: for all r ∈ RS do
3:
if r.se ∈ Gq then
4:
if Gq |= r then
5:
SL.add(r)
6:
end if
7:
end if
8: end for
9: return SL

Our experiments were conducted on an IBM workstation
with 8 X 2.5GHz processors and 32GB RAM. Our prototype
is eﬃcient for both, finding the shared resource over an original provenance graph and evaluating the production rules
over the shared resource. We choose three conventions for
pre-ordering the production rules: (1) the original ordering
(OO); (2) lowest to highest utility (LHO); and (3) highest
to lowest utility (HLO). We believe that provenance is more
useful when it is least altered. Therefore, we define utility
altered triples
as (1 −
) × 100 which captures this nooriginal triples in Gq
tion. For implementing the second and third conventions we
use a sorting mechanism based on our definition of utility.
This sorting mechanism is used in Algorithm 1 which is an
overview of the redaction procedure discussed in Section 2.2.

Table 2: Query Comparison in
Gq Order TRedact TRule TEmb
HLO
17304
19
3
1
LHO
41012
1853
7
HLO
35270
28
2
2
LHO
9044
2904
7

Table 2 shows a comparison of the average redaction time
for two graphs given to Algorithm 1 with the same rule patterns. Both graphs are constructed from the original provenance graph such that each of them start at the beginning of
the longest path in the provenance graph. Further, the first

milliseconds
TSort TDif f
17241
41
39137
15
35187
53
6106
27

graph retrieves all the ancestry chains for that starting entity
while the second graph determines the agents that are two
hops away from every artifact at least one hop away from
the said starting entity. Algorithm 1 updates the redaction
time at each graph transformation step. Our first observa-

2

Available
at
http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/
projects/ontviews/gleen/index.html
3
Available at http://openprovenance.org/
4
http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 5: Comparison of Redaction Time and Utility vs. Graph Size

Figure 6: Experimental Comparison of Complexity
the current Gq ; (2) the current rule set, RS; (3) a given rule
r ∈ RS which transforms Gq ; and (4) the given RHS of r
and the embedding instruction, p.e.

tion from Table 2 is that the major component of the redaction time is the time spent in sorting the rule set when using
our notion of utility. We further explore the performance of
Algorithm 1 using diﬀerent graph sizes and rule patterns.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the redaction time and
utility vs. graph size while keeping the rule set size constant
(RS = 200 rules). The labels on every point in Figure 5
show the actual provenance graph size. Figure 5(a) compares the redaction time for our three utility conventions as
the input graph to Algorithm 1 increases in size. The inset to Figure 5(a) shows that OO takes the least redaction
time because this strategy does not execute lines 1, 4 and 6
of Algorithm 1 for each rule in the rule set. The diﬀerence
in times between the diﬀerent strategies is compensated by
the higher utility gained from applying the HLO as shown
in Figure 5(b).
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the redaction time and
utility as the size of the rule set increases while keeping the
size of Gq constant (Gq = 87 triples). At each transformation step, Algorithm 1 picks a rule that alters the least
triples in Gq for HLO while it picks a rule that alters the
most triples in Gq for LHO. Algorithm 1 picks any rule for
OO.
At each transformation step, Algorithm 1 transforms Gq
by using rule p at line 5. Rule p is determined by applying
either LHO or HLO to a sorted rule set returned by Algorithm 2. Line 4 of Algorithm 2 performs graph matching to
ρ
determine if Gq |= p.r. This operation tests if Gq |= s → o
where ρ ∈ RE(Σ). This further evaluates whether Gq |= t
ρ
for each triple t along s → o. In conclusion, the time and
utility of the entire redaction process is dependent on (1)

4. RELATED WORK
Previous work on using graph transformation approaches
to model security aspects of a system include references [17,
18]. In [8], an extension of the double pushout(DPO) rewriting, called Sesqui-pushout (Sq P O) was used to represent the
subjects and objects in an access control system as nodes and
the rights of a subject on an object as edges. In [17], the
authors used the formal properties of graph transformation
to detect and resolve inconsistencies within the specification
of access control policies. References [4, 26, 21] focus on the
unique features of provenance with respect to the security
of provenance itself. While [21] prescribes a generalized access control model, the flow of information between various
sources and the causal relationships among entities are not
immediately obvious in this work. Our work is also motivated by [4, 6, 20, 27] where the focus is on representing
provenance as a directed graph structure. We also found
previous work related to the eﬃciency of a graph rewriting system in [12, 13, 2]. In the general case, graph pattern
matching, which finds a homomorphic (or isomorphic) image
of a given graph in another graph is a NP-complete problem. However, various factors make it tractable in a graph
rewriting system [2]. In summary and to the best of our
knowledge, our work, therefore, extends these previous approaches so that graph transformation, security and provenance can be combined to address redaction of provenance
information before sharing it.
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In this paper we propose a graph rewriting approach for
redacting a provenance graph. We use a simple utility-based
strategy to preserve as much of the provenance information
as possible. This ensures a high quality in the information
shared. We also implement a prototype based on our architecture and on Semantic Web technologies (RDF, SPARQL)
in order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our graph rewriting
system. We plan to explore the following directions in the
future: (i) This work focuses on using in-memory models
to store provenance graphs. We propose to test our prototype with disk-based storage mechanisms. (ii) The order in
which we apply rules is based on our definition of utility. We
plan to investigate other techniques for ordering the policies
such as policy subsumption based on least and most restrictiveness, as well as using the priority of policies, which also
resolves the problem of conflicting policies.
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